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adolescent women come
to clinical settings for
treatment of disorders

affecting pregnancy and
childbirth. Adolescents
are considered young
women by the legal

system and legislative
bodies, but they are a

special group with unique
needs and concerns

regarding their health
care that are often not
addressed in traditional
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informed consent and
health care-related
research protocols.

Ethical and legal issues
regarding research

involving young women
are complex and not yet
fully developed. Informed
consent for youth should
account for their physical

and psychological
development and the
unique challenges of
their relationship with
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physicians.Q: Navigation
to a different page using

angularjs I am using
AngularJS for my

application and I have a
template url like Now

when I click on menu icon
in Menu.html and I want

to redirect to home.html I
am using AngularJS like

this:
$location.path('/home');
But it is not working.. I
think $location.path is
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only for navigation with
Same URL.. I want to go
with different page using

Angular JS.. Is there
anyway to do it with
angular? A: Have you

tried using the
$stateProvider to route
your application? Let's

say you have the
following application:

app/ controllers/ menu.js
home.js And let's say in
the menu.js controller
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you want the user to be
redirected to home.html.

Then you could use:
app.config(function
($stateProvider) {

$stateProvider
.state('home', {

template: 'home.html',
6d1f23a050
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